Abstract: Under the multiple requirements of urbanization, food security and ecosystem management, it is necessary to explore the feasibilities and limitations on how to develop building land on gentle hillside in mountain cities. In the process of mountain development, the ecological sensitive area should be prevented from human interferences and human health from disaster threats. In this study, 12 spatial indices were selected which can represent the landscape and disaster risks in order to find the suitable degree of building land development on gentle hillside. Ordered weighted averaging ( OWA) operators are usually used to model a family of parameterized decision strategies, which can be applied to route planning to provide more realistic results. In this method the optimistic degree can be quantified by the ordered weight. In an optimistic preference, the function of the relatively important indices is magnified; while in a pessimistic preference, the importance is relatively ignored. OWA algorithm can be used to conduct the scenario simulations of the feasibility of various construction land under different preferences,which is apparently able to reduce the impact of a single result of a subjective perception by decision鄄makers, and thus can well reflect the changes of evaluation result led by the slight adjustment of regional policies. In this study, Dali Bai Nationality Autonomous Prefecture was chosen as the study area, and OWA operators were adopted to measure the suitability of building land construction on gentle hillside. By setting up different ordered weights, scenarios can be set with the quantified optimistic or pessimistic preference of the decision makers. The result showed that in
the optimistic scenario, the characteristics of high risk indices like farm land, urban, fault zone, rivers can be obviously detected spatially; in the pessimistic scenario where the degree of reliability for risk indices was decreased, the spatial homogeneity was enhanced on the result layer. Then, three scenarios were built up by the OWA operators, which support three different strategy orientations-urban construction, keeping the present policies and risk control. After defining the suitability sub region, it was found that priority development of small towns should be encouraged in urban construction scenario, while ensuring the land supply for big cities in the risk control scenario. With the assessments, we can describe how to build up the spatial pattern of urbanization after a policy trade鄄off among different stages of city development, and the results can satisfy the different decisions from the government and various requirements for the layout of construction land from different stakeholders. This study tended to draw a comprehensive conclusion through a combination of inter鄄scene.
Although in a mathematical level, the three policy鄄perspectives provided by this paper are described as the preference of evaluator忆s, they are actually a reflection of decision makers忆 different strategic tendencies and thus are no clear good or bad. This study didn忆 t attempt to select an optimal solution, but tends to describe how to build a spatial pattern of urbanization with policy trade鄄offs in different stages of urban development, so as to meet the needs of construction land忆s development under different decisions or layout ideas, with relatively high practical significance. [18] 摇 Yager R R. Quantifier guided aggregation using OWA operators.
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